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ABOUT THE BEAGLEABOUT THE BEAGLE

Congratulations on purchasing your Beagle and embarking on a new journey in the

empowering, immersive world of RepRap 3D printing!

The RepRap philosophy holds that 3D printers should go forth and multiply as tools for

printing other printers, while the open source community acts as the creative force driving

the evolution of ever-improving designs.

Born out of a collaboration of local 3D printing & Industrial Design experts, the Beagle

project's objective was to fully embrace the open source process, examine and retain the

best qualities of RepRap Delta machine's unique, captivating design, and combine them

into an even more aesthetic, user friendly, and economic package.

The result is a highly modular and customizable design that is faster and easier to build,

more reliable, boasting a print volume and performance at least as good as higher end DIY

machines at a fraction of the cost.

True to the RepRap philosophy, the design is fully open source, and it is our hope that our

customers and the broader community embrace and contribute to the Beagle's ongoing

evolution.
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CHANGE HISTORYCHANGE HISTORY

Document version Changes

1.0 – 22-10-2015 Initial release

1.1 – 06-04-2016 Revision to match new Beagle parts

SAFETY WARNINGSSAFETY WARNINGS

The Beagle printer is not a toy and should not be operated around children or pets without

proper supervision. Make sure that all wiring is properly and securely connected before

powering the printer. Don't unplug any devices connected to the 12V lines of the controller

board while powered, at risk of electrical shock or component damage.

The extruder nozzle (“hot end”) can reach temperatures between 200 deg C – 280 deg C.

During operation, keep your hands outside of the print area – the hot end can move faster

than you expect! Any nozzle cleaning should be done with the extruder temperature off.
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REQUIRED TOOLSREQUIRED TOOLS

The following list details the required tools necessary to build the printer.

Tool Description

Screw drivers Small and large Phillips head

Electric screwdriver or small

electric drill with screw bits

Optional, but will help speed the assembly of the many

screws. Long and short PH1, PH2 and M3 hex bits

Pliers Needle-nose and regular pliers

Cutter Wire cutter and wire stripper

Drills May be needed to clean out some printed parts

M3 hex key
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1. BARS & PRINTED PARTS EXAMINATION1. BARS & PRINTED PARTS EXAMINATION

The steel bars and aluminum rods may have residual metal shavings from their drilling. If

so, take a metal file and clean away any residual metal flakes.

The three steel bars should all be the same length with the same four m4 holes in the

same positions.

There will be three “long” aluminum bars and three “short ones”. The shorter ones should

be drilled and tapped very close to the ends. The longer ones may also have holes, but do

not require them.

The prints are designed to minimize the amount of sanding required, but due to the

random nature of printing (even mass produced parts!), there may be some slight

overhang or bridging collapse. Quickly glance over the parts and scrape away any obvious

collapses or other “stringiness” with a file.
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2. WIRE PREPARATION2. WIRE PREPARATION

In this chapter we will look at the wires that come with your Beagle. Please find the

following products in your package.

Qty Required material Package

4x 4-wire 1-meter cable extensions with connector 4

6x 2-wire 1-meter cable extensions 4

2x 2-meter 12v power leads – one red and one black (standard and

tower Beagles only)

4

1x 10A power supply (mini Beagle) 7

1x 20A power supply (standard and tower Beagles) 7

1x power supply cable 4

8x tie wraps 4

1x shrink wrap 50cm long 4

30x ferrules 4

4x Stepper Motors 1

1x 40x40 mm Cooling fan 4

2x 30x30 mm fans for hot end 4

1x Heater sticker (optional) 5

1x Heater Cartridge 1.5m long 4
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2.1 Creating solder-Free Wire Extensions2.1 Creating solder-Free Wire Extensions

Strip the ends of the wire between 10-15 mm. Cut about 2cm of heatshrink.

Place the heat-shrink onto one of the wires. Bend both ends of the wire back into a hook.

Thread one wire through the ferrule until the hook comes out the other side. Hook the two

wires together and slide the ferrule over them.

Use a plier to squeeze the ferrule and lock the hooked wires together

Place the heat shrink over the ferrule

Use a heat source to heat up the heat shrink and fixate the joint.
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2.2 Preparing the wires2.2 Preparing the wires

The following list of wire extensions and header wiring should be completed before

beginning the build process, and will make the remaining steps go more smoothly. The

wire extensions and coupling can be completed using the provided metal ferrules and the

technique described in the next section, but you are of course free to solder the wires if

you have the experience and preference.

• Attach one of the one meter 4-wire cables to one of the motors matching the colors

of both cables.

• For the remaining 3 motors, cut 10 cm from the 4-wire cable, as measured from the

header for attachment to a motor. The wires from the motor can also be trimmed to

15-20 cm from the motor if you want to reduce wire clutter in the base. Strip about 1

cm from all ends. Attach the 4-wire cable to the corresponding colors on the motor.

• For the 40x40 mm fan that cools the circuit board, cut a 10 cm length from the

header of a 2 wire cable. Also cut the wires from the fan leaving 10-15 cm length.

Connect the 2 wires from the fan to the same colors of the cut cable.

• Cut any existing plug from the e3D & directed cooling 30x30 mm fans. Extend each

fan first with a 40-45 cm section of wire and then with a 1 meter 2 wire cable,

mating with the same color. See Tip below.

• For the tower only, extend the extruder heater wire with a 20 cm extension. This

requires a slightly larger shrink wrap.

• If heater bed is part of kit, cut 10 cm of 2-wire measured from the header and attach

to the heater bed thermistor wires (both black). Polarity doesn't matter.

For standard and tower Beagles,

• Cut the 2 long red and black wires in half. These will be used to connect the power

supply to the electronics board.

• Cut the female end off the large black power supply cable. Carefully strip the outer

insulation about 5-6cm from the end. Strip 1cm of insulation from each of the 3

wires. Attach to power supply matching each wire to ground, L and N.
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3. FRAME3. FRAME

The frame is designed to be very compartmentalized, and can be divided into 4 major

sections. They can be completed in any order, but a bottom-to-top sequence is described

here.
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3.1 Lower Vertex3.1 Lower Vertex

Qty Required material Package

3x Stepper Motor 1

3x GT2 pulley 1

3x Aluminum bar (long) 2

3x Printed Vertex 3

3x Printed Vertex Cap 3

3x Printed Faceplates 3

6x Grub screws 1

12x M3x35 screws 6.2

12x M3 Nylon washers 6.2

24x M4 Nuts 6.3

12x M4x20 screws 6.3

6x M4x16 screws 6.3

6x M4x25 screws 6.3

3x M4x10 screws 6.3

Place the GT2 pulley onto the motor shaft. Partially screw

in the provided grub screws, but do not tighten them until

further in the build process.
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Place two M4 nuts into the lower nut catch cavities . It may help to align and pre-sink them

using an M4 screw. You may find that easier to do if you carefully drill out the screw hole

with a 4mm bit. Temporarily hold the nuts in place with two M4x10 screws until the motor

is installed

Place four M3x35 screws into the appropriate holes and place nylon washers onto them.

The nylon washers serve as spacers to reduce conductive heat transfer from the motor to

the plastic mount
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Carefully mount the motor onto the vertex.

Remove the two M4x10 screws making sure that the motor remains above the vertex so

that the nuts don't fall out. Place two of M4x16 screws into the lower holes of a vertex cap.

Mate the cap with the vertex keeping the motor on top and insert the screws until they

have engaged the nuts. Tighten completely.
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Put two M4 nuts into the upper nut catcher cavity.

Insert two M4x20 screws into the upper holes of

the vertex cap. Insert the screws until they have

engaged the nuts, but do not tighten.

Partially insert an m4x10 screw into the outer

cap's steel bar lock screw hole, as preparation for

securing the steel bar in the Vertical Integration

section.

Repeat these steps for the remaining 2 vertices and vertex caps.

Push the long aluminum rods into the vertex holes.

It is necessary to gradually slide all three rods into

the vertices simultaneously to reduce the amount

of torque placed on the rod and plastic parts.
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Once fully inserted, the distance between each vertex should be very nearly equal (slightly

shorter) than the distance required to mount a faceplate between each vertex. Allow the

bars to adjust as needed and mount the faceplates using M4x20 screws for the upper

attachments, and M4x25 screws for the lower. Use M4 nuts to secure the screws.

See Appendix 1 for a suggested orientation of each faceplate and axis.

Once all the faceplates are installed, loosen the

2 upper and lower screws each of the 3 vertices

until the vertex cap is loosely connected. This

makes room for the steel bar that will be

installed during the Vertical Integration step.

The lower vertex is now complete!
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3.2 Upper Vertex3.2 Upper Vertex

Qty Required material Package

3x Upper Vertex 3

3x Upper Vertex Cap 3

3x Pre-soldered end-stop switch 4

6x 624ZZ flanged bearings 1

3x Aluminum bar (short) 2

6x M2x12 screws 6.1

3x M4x30 screws 6.3

2x M4x16 screws 6.3

6x M4x10 screws 6.3

Connect two 624ZZ flanged bearings with a M4X30

screw into the upper vertices. The flange should face

outwards so as to keep the timing belt in place.

Place an M4x16 screw on the other side. Do not

complete the tightening: the screws must not yet

enter the inner perimeter where the steel bar will

slide into until the end of the Vertical Integration

step.

Do this for all 3 upper vertices.
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Use a long thin screw driver to fasten the endstop

with two m2x12 screws. Make sure the “open”

(trigger) end of the endstop is facing outward,

towards the rounded edge of the vertice. Don't

overtighten.

Do this for the remaining 2 vertices.

Carefully slide the shorter 10mm aluminum rods

into the upper vertex “legs”. It is necessary to slide

all three rods into the vertices simultaneously to

reduce the amount of torque applied to the bars and plastic parts.

Once in place, align the tapped m4 bar holes with the vertex m4 hole. Fasten the bars into

place by adding M4x10 screws.

The upper vertex is now complete!
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3.3 Vertical sliders & effector plate assembly3.3 Vertical sliders & effector plate assembly

Qty Required material Package

3x Carriages 3

18x 623ZZ bearings 1

21x M3x12 screws 6.2

3x M4x10 screws 6.3

6x M3 nuts 6.2

3x M3 nylon lock nuts 6.2

1x Effector plate 3

6x M4 threaded rod 2

12x Traxxas 2

6x Carbon tube 2

6x M3x16 screws 6.2

6x M3x25 screws 6.2

6x Rubber bands 1

Carriage Assembly

Place the six 623ZZ bearings into each of the carriage's

designated grooves and fix them with a M3x12 screw. The

carriages are made from PETG and will have sufficient grip

such that a nut is not required at the other side. Do not

overtighten the screws,.

Put an M4x10 screw on the top as an endstop adjuster. Attach

an M3x12 screw for the clamp with a nylon lock nut, but do not tighten yet.
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Effector Plate Assembly and Mounting

Insert the M4 rod fully through the carbon tube. Screw a traxxas on both sides and tighten

them, while making sure to keep the holes aligned. Do this for all 6 rods. It might be

easier to start the rod in the traxxas by rounding the ends with a metal file.

Insert the hollow ball into the traxxas.

This is a tight fit and may require a

hammer or pliers.

Mount the traxxas to the effector plate

using M3x25 screws. Insert M3 nuts into

the nut catchers. You may need to open

up the holes by twisting the tip of a

Phillips head screwdriver into the head

of each hole.

Insert 2 rubber bands onto each pair of traxxas (attached to the same side of the effector

plate). Attach this pair of traxxas to one of the slider carriages using M3x16 screws Take

care that the traxxas are mounted on the

top inside of the carriage. Repeat these

steps for the other two carriages.

This completes the assembly of this

section.
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3.4 Vertical Integration3.4 Vertical Integration

Qty Required material Package

3x Steel bar 2

5x M4 lock nuts 6.3

1x Timing belt (5m for Std, 5.6m for Tower, 4.5m for Mini) 4

3x Belt tensioners 1

6x tie wraps 4

To ensure that the steel rods tightly fit in the

lower vertices, prepare each steel rod by adding

some cellophane tape to each steel bar starting

7 cm from the bottom. Overlap each layer of

tape ½ way moving towards the end. Stop

before the tape covers the hole. Add an

additional 6 cm piece of either cellophane tape

or electrical tape to the sides of the steel bars

starting from just above the hole as shown in the

picture.

Slide the steel rods into the lower vertices. You may have to loosen the screws holding

the vertex cap to the vertex. Make sure the steel bar hits the base of the hole. Tighten up

the outer cap screws, then fully secure by tightening the m4x10 screw into the predrilled

steel bar hole.
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Next, slide each of the carriages onto the steel bars, oriented such that the belt teeth are

facing inwards (towards the center of the printer) and the endstop adjustment screw is

facing upwards (away from the lower vertices).

Next attach the upper vertex to the three bars and fasten the m20 and m30 screws with

m4 locknuts. Note: The steel bars will likely lean naturally inwards due to the lower vertex

clamping; it is fine that some slight adjustment occurs to straighten out the bars. The main

criteria is that all vertical bars should align with the top of the upper vertex almost equally,

with the same distance between the vertical steel bars as measured at the bottom and top

of the structure. If there is noticeable difference in these areas, or the structure appears

skewed in some way, re-examine your steps, make sure all screws are in place and that

the correct aluminum bars lengths were used in the lower

and upper vertices.

Thread each of the GT2 timing belts though the lower

motor pulley and over the upper vertex such that the ends

of the belt are on the “teeth” side of the slider carriage.

Wedge one end of the belt into the teeth such that there

is approximately 10 cm of extra belt remaining. Bend the

belt 180 degrees with belt teeth facing inwards and wedge the other end into the carriage

groove with a small loop still protruding.
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Bend the other end in a similar way, leaving

between 3-6 cm of gap between the two loops.

Secure the second loop with zipties (see

picture on right).

Add the belt tensioners to each belt just below

the lower loop.

Use a ziptie to connect the two loops.. Note:

avoid causing any twists in the belt: the belt

should remain completely straight on both

sides of the pulley.

Finally, tighten the belt using the zipties between the two loops. The belt should be tight

enough to strum like a guitar string.

Tighten all grub screws on the GT2 pulley attached to each motor.

On each slider, tighten the M3x12 clamp screw sufficiently so that there is no play on the

slider around the steel bar when the effector plate is gently twisted. The clamp should not

be so tight that the slider can't move along the steel bar. There will be some resistance

from the motors which is normal.
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4. EXTRUDER BUILD & MOUNTING4. EXTRUDER BUILD & MOUNTING

Qty Required material Package

1x Stepper Motor 1

1x Extruder package 4

1x e3D v6/e3D lite hot end package 4

1x Heater Cartridge 1.5m long 4

2x M4x16 screws 6.3

Cold End

Assemble the extruder by following the separate instructions for that device. Attach the

extruder to the upper vertex with two 4Mx16 screws.

Hot-end

Thorough instructions for assembling an e3D Lite or V6 hot-end are available directly from

the e3D website: http://wiki.e3d-online.com/wiki/Main_Page

It is important to eventually go through the full thermal tightening sequence, but until the

wiring (ie: power) is complete, it is sufficient to go as far as the hand-tightening assembly.
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5. WIRING5. WIRING

Qty Required material

1x Minitronics or Megatronics full kit 4

4x Heat Sinks 1

1x Effector plate clamp 3

4x M2x8 screws 6.1

8x M3x16 screws 6.2

2x 30x30mm Cooling fans for hot end 4

1x 40x40 mm Cooling fan 4

10x tie wraps 4

1x Cable Wrap 4

1x Fan extension (mini-Beagle only) 3

2x M3x10 screws 6.2

2x M3 nuts 6.2

1x 12v Power cable with plug (minitronics only) 4

Installation

The wiring for the cold end, hot end, extruder, fans and end stops should be passed

through their respective steel bars and into the main electronics chamber under the bed.
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5.1a Minitronics5.1a Minitronics

The wiring diagram for a direct drive Megatronics is as below. If a geared extruder is used

instead of the default direct drive, the stepper motor cable will likely have to be reversed.

Removing the minitronics faceplate from the base will

make the next steps easier.

Attach the 40x40mm fan to the fan extension with two

M3x16 screws on the thick end as shown in the picture

to the right. Note that the fan label is pointing upwards.

Attach the fan extension to the minitronics faceplate

using two M3x10 screws and nuts.

Attach the plug for the 12V power into the hole in the faceplate and secure with the

provided nut.

Attach the minitronics board to the faceplate with two M3x16 screws.
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Plug the power cable into the minitronics.

Reattach the faceplate and tighten.

Feed all remaining wires through the base and attach to the minitronics as shown above.
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5.1b Megatronics5.1b Megatronics

The wiring diagram for a direct drive Megatronics is as below. If a geared extruder is used

in stead of the default direct drive, the stepper motor cable will likely have to be reversed.

The DRV stepper motor drivers have to be connected with the trimpot on the side closest

to the stepper motor cables. The default power setting per stepper driver of 1.6A is likely

higher than most people require, and can be reduced down to ~0.8-0.9A by using a small

flathead screwdriver on the trim pot. Use a voltmeter set to 15V DC or higher, and

measure the voltage between the middle of the trim pot and a ground (the case of the USB

port is a good spot).

Note the following changes to what is shown in the picture.

• The wires from the Extruder Heater are both orange. Either wire can go into one of

the terminals shown in the picture.

• Depending on the software configuration, the wiring of the limit switches may have
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to be plugged into the Z-, Y- and X- ports, not the + ports as shown. If the motors

grind at the limit rather than stop, try switching these from + to – or vice-versa.

Removing the electronics faceplate from the base will make the next steps easier.

Connect a 40 mm fan to the top bracket of the electronics faceplate using two M3x16

screws and two M3 nuts.

The electronics board is then attached to the corresponding faceplate with two M3x16

screws. If it appears that the controller board is dangerously close to the aluminum support

rods, it is recommended that electrical or some other non-conducting tape be taped to the

aluminum rod.

Reattach the faceplate and tighten.

Feed all remaining wires through the base and attach to the Megatronics as shown above.
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5.2 Testing electrical connections (both boards)5.2 Testing electrical connections (both boards)

Once the wiring is complete, connect to the machine via the Pronterface software, and if

everything is correct, you should see an extruder temperature approximately equal to room

temperature. Proceed to take the extruder up to 280 degrees and complete the thermal

tightening of the extruder as specified on the earlier e3D website.

After thermal tightening, insert the top of the cooling

fins into the effector plate clamp. There may be a

need to sand down the inside edge of the clamp to

insert the top. It should be a tight fit. Make sure the

cooling fins top is flush with the top of the clamp. The

bottom of the clamp should be level with the top of the

topmost cooling fin. There should not be any

noticeable angle between the bottom of the clamp and

the top cooling fin. Don't put any pressure on the

connection between the cooling fins and the hot end

which is not that strong and could break.

Use four m3x16

screws to lock the

hotend in place.

Attach the second

active cooling fan

and tighten the clamp

to the effector plate

using four m2x8

screws. Do not over-

tighten.

Attach the bowden tube to the hot end and then to the extruder insuring that all play has

been removed from both sides.
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6. BED MOUNTING6. BED MOUNTING

Qty Required material Package

1x Mirrored Glass bed 5

1x Heater sticker (optional) 5

3x Glass bed holder 3

3x Glass bed clamps 3

6x M4x16 screws 6.3

9x M4 Nylon washers 6.3

3x M4x10 screws 6.3

If your model comes with the heated bed sticker, carefully apply the sticker to the center of

the bed. It may help be useful to do a dry run beforehand and marking alignment points on

the underside of the glass bed. Once connected, connect the heater bed's power cables

and thermistors to the electronics boad using the

wiring diagram above. If not done during the cable

preparation step, the two black thermistor wires will

need to be connected to a plug using a short cable

Use the m4x16 screws to attach the glass plate

holders to the lower vertices. Leave them loose

enough to be able to adjust the radius as you

install the mirrored glass in place.

Place m4 nylon washers into the cutouts. These spacers reduce the amount of heat

conduction from the heated bed to the PETG parts.
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Once the mirrored glass is installed, tighten the

glass bed holders and attach the bed clamps

using M4x10 screws.
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7. CALIBRATION7. CALIBRATION

The Beagle currently requires similar bed leveling calibration to most other delta printers.

Download the appropriate Beagle firmware provided by RepRapWorld and upload to the

electronics board, then proceed through the following sequence to determine the proper z-

height.

First test the homing of the axes (which for Delta printers is at the maximum z-height). Be

sure to hold your hand on the power so you can cut power immediately if it moves the

wrong way, as the axis may move quickly. If this happens after you have already uploaded

the correct firmware, check whether the XYZ stepper motor cable connections into the

board are reversed.

Once the printer is able to properly home, adjust the Z_HOME_POS parameter (maximum

z height) in configuration.h to a value slightly higher than the nozzle's distance above the

bed. Carefully lower the extruder, until the nozzle barely touches the glass bed. Calculate

the difference between the actual height and the height you put in the configuration.h. Put

the new value in configuration.h and check carefully if the 0-position barely hits the bed.

A properly built Beagle shouldn't require much if any modification to the firmware's bowling

and scaling parameters, but if so, there are several good online resources for learning how

to adjust these values in your firmware. Final z-height tweaking (within 1-2 mm) can be

done using the end-stop adjustment screws you installed in each carriage.
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APPENDIX 1. AXIS ORIENTATIONAPPENDIX 1. AXIS ORIENTATION

The order of the axes are specified in a counterclockwise manner looking from the top of

the printer. That is determined by the firmware. While any of the axes could be designated

X and then the others follow in turn, some structure and conformity are useful. For the

Beagle tower, the length of the cable from the end-stop relay of the axis opposite the

circuit board also imposes a restriction in that only the X end-stop position on the circuit

board can be reached unless that cable is extended. This is not the case for the other

Beagle models.

Also, it is suggested that the cables from the hot end go through the same vertical steel

bar that the extruder is attached. That way the cables and the bowden tube follow the

same path. When installing the top vertices, locate the extruder on the Z axis.

We suggest the following orientation as shown on the attached picture.
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APPENDIX 2. TROUBLESHOOTINGAPPENDIX 2. TROUBLESHOOTING

This chapter will explain and help you resolve common problems with your Beagle.

Top and Bottom Vertex alignmentTop and Bottom Vertex alignment

It is crucial that the top and bottom vertices align along the holes for the vertical steel bar.

If this is not the case, then check the following

Top Vertex

• All locking screws do in fact engage with the aluminum bars in the tapped holes.

• There is no play between any of the plastic vertices and the aluminum bars

• The tapped holes are all at the same position on all 3 bars. They should allow the

bars to be inserted completely into the holes in the vertices.

• There are no cracks or any structural faults with any of the plastic vertices.

Bottom Vertex

• All name plates do in fact touch the edge of the vertex where they sit. The screws

holding them to the vertex should not be twisted or go through the vertex on any

angle- the ends of the screws do come out inside the nut holders.

• There are no cracks or any structural faults with any of the plastic vertices.

General

• It may be necessary to disassemble the top and bottom vertices and measure the

length of the 3 bars used in each to make sure that they are the same length.

Having one bar slightly longer or shorter can cause twisting of the structure and it

will not perform well. Contact the supplier to get a replacement if this is the case.

• The difference in length between the bars used in the upper vertex and lower vertex

should be close to 6.2cm. If this is significantly longer or shorter (> 2mm), then

contact the supplier to get the correct length.
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